Predicting malignancy of solitary pulmonary nodules from computer tomography scans is a difficult and important problem in the diagnosis of lung cancer. This paper investigates the contribution of nodule characteristics in the prediction of malignancy. Using data from Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) database, we propose a weighted rule based classification approach for predicting malignancy of pulmonary nodules. LIDC database contains CT scans of nodules and information about nodule characteristics evaluated by multiple annotators. In the first step of our method, votes for nodule characteristics are obtained from ensemble classifiers by using image features. In the second step, votes and rules obtained from radiologist evaluations are used by a weighted rule based method to predict malignancy. The rule based method is constructed by using radiologist evaluations on previous cases. Correlations between malignancy and other nodule characteristics and agreement ratio of radiologists are considered in rule evaluation. To handle the unbalanced nature of LIDC, ensemble classifiers and data balancing methods are used. The proposed approach is compared with the classification methods trained on image features. Classification accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of classifiers are measured. The experimental results show that using nodule characteristics for malignancy prediction can improve classification results.
Introduction
Lung cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer related deaths worldwide [29] . In the diagnosis of lung cancer, detection of solitary pulmonary nodules is a challenging process for radiologists. A solitary pulmonary nodule is a lung lesion with a diameter of about 2-30 mm and indistinct boundaries. These nodules are generally found fortuitously on tomography scans [1] . With the advances in screening technologies, detection rate of nodules are increased. Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) Systems are developed to help radiologists as a second reader. There are two main concerns on CAD Systems; detection and classification of nodules. The challenge in evaluation of a patient's nodule is to determine whether it's benign or malignant. Diagnoses made by radiologists are highly subjective and can be significantly different depending on the level of radiologists' experience.
One of the difficulties in this research area is to find well organized and consistent data. Publicly accessible Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) database [2] provides researchers with CT images, nodule region of interests and nodule characteristics as radiographic descriptors. In this database, all cases are evaluated by four radiologists. Each radiologist gives his/her estimations for the boundaries and characteristic ratings of nodules. As Zinovev et al. [9] states, radiologist anonymity and lack of ground truth in LIDC database are challenges; however the database provides the opportunity to build different computer aided diagnosis methods.
In this study, a weighted rule based method for malignancy prediction on pulmonary nodules is presented. The first goal of the study is to show the usefulness of nodule characteristics in malignancy prediction. Separate datasets are defined for each nodule characteristic by applying majority voting on LIDC data. Since most datasets are highly unbalanced, data balancing methods are applied on the datasets. In addition, features are ranked for each nodule characteristic. Subsequent to feature ranking, different feature set sizes are determined for each characteristic by using average ranks and success rate ratios. Since ensemble classifiers are used as a tool to handle unbalanced datasets [31, 34, 24, 25] , nodule characteristics are classified with ensemble classifiers. A separate ensemble classifier is built for each nodule characteristic. In the ensemble classification, LDA [35] , SVM [28] , kNN [37] Adaboost [38] , and Random Forest [36] weighted rule based method, where the rules are constructed from radiologists' evaluations on nodule characteristics for previous cases. Thus, the expert opinion in LIDC dataset is utilized in the rule based method to predict malignancy. The correlation between malignancy and other nodule characteristics are analyzed to understand the importance of each characteristic in malignancy determination. Furthermore, evaluations of radiologists for the same nodule are analyzed to figure out level of agreement among experts in relation to nodule characteristics. The general schema of the proposed work is shown in Fig. 1 .
In later sections, we first give some information about related work. Then, in the methodology section, we give details on LIDC dataset, extracted image features, dataset balancing, feature extraction and feature size determination, and classification steps. After presenting experiments, we discuss the results of our work and future plans.
Related work
Most studies on lung nodule detection and classification use only image features to classify lung nodules. With databases like LIDC and NELSON Trial, different challenges have emerged. Handling multiple annotator assessments, providing objective evaluation, predicting other nodule characteristics besides malignancy, and using semantic characteristics to improve malignancy prediction are some of these challenges. We give brief information about some studies which use the LIDC dataset and deal with nodule characteristics. Detailed literature information can be found in surveys by Suzuki [3] , Sluimer et al. [4] , El-Baz et al. [5] .
Zhao et al. [6] propose a CAD system for estimating malignancy of nodules. In this system, ensembles of linear classifiers with feature subsets are constructed. Majority voting is applied on classifier outputs to find probability of malignancy. Jabon et al. [8] develop a content and semantic based image retrieval system that takes CT images as input and retrieves similar images by using image features and semantic characteristics. Euclidean and cosine similarity measures are used in this study. Median voting is used to find the summarized rating for a nodule with multiple annotators. Zinovev et al. [7] propose a method which uses an ensemble decision tree classifier with active learning to predict nodule characteristics. Active learning uses radiologists' agreements on characteristic ratings and predicts the nodules on which radiologists do not agree. The results obtained are better compared to those obtained using
LIDC Dataset
Create datasets for each nodule characteristic single classifiers on nodule characteristics. Zinovev et al. [9] propose a system for predicting nodule characteristics by ensemble of probabilistic classifiers based on belief decision trees and ADABoost learning. They combine the ADABoost approach with belief decision trees to handle the uncertainty of the diagnosis process caused by multiple annotation. They make several adaptations to these methods to tackle the unbalanced data problem of LIDC. They compare the results with those of the single belief decision trees method. In both studies, Zinonev et al. use image features to predict nodule characteristics. Vinay et al. [12] also use image features and concatenate radiographic descriptors to classify malignancy. They examine the response of different classifier types to classify the unbalanced datasets. Instance based, function based, rule based, decision tree based and ensemble based classifiers are compared. Vinay et al. [32, 33] extend their work later with different kinds of ensemble classifiers. They found that ensemble classifiers perform better than other classifiers when processing unbalanced data. Lee et al. [11] develop a two-step feature selection method and an ensemble classifier for computer-aided diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. They use random subspace and genetic algorithm methods to select feature subspaces, and combine the results with ensemble methods. However, they do not use LIDC dataset and provide their own dataset of for the experiments. Clinical data and morphological characteristics (such as calcification, cavitation, margin, etc.) and image features are used as features. Their method needs both image features and characteristic evaluations of radiologists to evaluate malignancy of a test case. Some of the studies try to address issues caused by inter-observer variability. Li et al. [10] use nodule characteristics to improve the objectivity of malignancy prediction and to handle the inter-observer variability. They propose a three layer artificial neural network to predict malignancy with semantic characteristics of pulmonary nodules. They evaluate the subtlety, texture, margin and geometric characteristics using image features. Using these characteristics and different radiologist assessments, they improve the objectivity of the prediction and predict malignancy rating. They compare the results of their approach to those of radiologists by means of Kappa statistics. They find that their method produces more objective results.
Horsthemke et al. [13] use outlines of nodules and nodule characteristics (spiculation, margin, lobulation and sphericity) in LIDC database. They attempt to eliminate the observer disagreement by combining observers' evaluation of nodule areas using probability maps. Image features are extracted from these areas and classification methods are used to predict the combined opinion of the annotators.
Method

LIDC dataset
National Cancer Institute has formed a demand in 2001 for a lung CT image data warehouse which can be accessed via the Internet under the heading of ''Lung Image Database Resource for Imaging Research''. For this purpose, with the efforts of five academic institutions (Cornell University, University of California, University of Chicago, University of Iowa and University of Michigan) a consensus achieved image database, ''Lung Image Database Consortium'', has developed [2] .
For the evaluation of the images, radiologists are assigned from four different institutions. Evaluation phase is divided into two steps: blinded (first evaluation of case) and unblinded (evaluation after taking consideration of other readers) reads. Same steps occur in two phases: radiologist should detect all possible nodules in a CT scan and provide information about the structure of nodules. A suspicious region that has size smaller than 3 mm is also marked as suspicious but not evaluated. After blinded reading session is finished, all information of different institutions are gathered and distributed again. Thus, each radiologist takes into consideration the evaluation of other radiologists and then can edit his/her decisions. Only the unblinded reading phase results are added to the database. Results of a nodule evaluation case are shown in Fig. 2 .
Each case folder contains DICOM images of the related CT scan and an XML file, which contains panel opinions on nodule characteristics and marked nodule areas of each reading session. Nodule characteristics are calcification, lobulation, subtlety, sphericity, internal structure, spiculation, margin, texture, and malignancy. Table 1 gives a description of nodule characteristics (radiographic descriptors) from Dasovich et al. [14] . Each of them are rated 1 to 5 or 6 by radiologists. This dataset is a valuable resource for researchers who develop CAD systems. Final LIDC dataset contains 1010 cases and information about all nodule matches of different radiologists [15] . extracted from the largest nodule slice, some from all nodule slices and nodules surrounding area. Nodule surrounding area is obtained by dilating nodule area with a six pixel diameter disk structure element. High and low degree Zernike moments [16] are obtained from the largest nodule area. Zernike moments are insensitive to rotation but highly sensitive to translation. We placed nodule region of interest to 128 Â 128 square area and then calculated Zernike moments. We used Zernike moment parameters as in Tahmasbi et al.'s [17] work. 32 low-order and 32 high-order Zernike moments included in datasets.
Eccentricity, solidity, circularity, aspect ratio, area of bounding box, standard deviation, and gray level co-occurrence matrix features and Haralick texture features [18] are extracted from the largest area of a nodule, average of all nodule slices, and nodule surrounding areas. Haralick features are contrast, correlation, energy, sum of squares, sum of average, sum of variance, sum of entropy, difference variance, difference entropy, and information measure of correlation. Other gray level co-occurence matrix based features are autocorrelation, contrast, correlation, cluster prominence, cluster shade, dissimilarity, energy, entropy, homogeneity, maximum probability [19] , inverse difference normalized and inverse difference moment normalized [20] .
Determining characteristic datasets
In LIDC dataset, it is hard to directly obtain ground truth data for nodule characteristics since annotators may not agree on characteristic ratings. Hence majority voting is used for determining ground truth data. This method assumes all annotators are equally good on subject. Agreement of more than fifty percent of annotators on a decision accepted as the ground truth. For binary labeled data, general definition for majority voting for R annotators can be expressed as in Eq. (1) [21] . y i is class label for ith sample and y j i is the label of annotator j for sample i.
Using majority voting, we created an individual dataset for each characteristic. To add a nodule sample in a characteristic dataset, agreement of at least three radiologists is expected on this characteristic. This provides us separate datasets for each characteristic with different amount of nodules. In Table 2 , a sample nodule with four radiologist evaluation is shown. If an agreement occurs on a characteristic rating of the nodule, it is included in the characteristic's dataset. Thus this sample is added to all characteristic datasets except sphericity and lobulation datasets. Ochs et al. [30] investigate impact of different level of agreement among radiologists on LIDC database. In relation to this research, we used agreement of 3 or 4 radiologists as a result of majority voting. The latest release of LIDC database contains 1010 cases and 2635 distinct nodules. With our ground truth we selected 438 distinct nodules on malignancy, and 1402 different samples according to radiologist roi definitions.
General description of LIDC nodule dataset S LIDC is given as in Eq. (2). In the equation, x i is ith image feature, m is the number of features, y j is the rating for jth nodule characteristic, c is the number of nodule characteristics, and n is the number of nodules. 
Missing value completion
In datasets, some samples have missing values in consequence of small nodule size. We use k-nearest neighbor imputation [22] method for missing value completion. This method finds nearest k neighbors of a sample by using sample's non missing values. Missing value is imputed by averaging neighbor's values of the related feature. Different methods like expectation maximization, regression, single value decomposition, etc. can also be used for this problem [22] .
Determining feature sets
Number of selected features can be changed arbitrarily, or defined according to performance cost requirements. Selected features are intended to facilitate class discrimination especially on underexpressed classes. This procedure decreases computational cost of classification while preserving the information.
For each characteristic datasets, we first analyzed the importance of features by using Relieff method [27] . Relieff [27] method sorts features from the most important to less important by assigning weights. Then we used Brazdil and Sores' [26] ranking methods for choosing a suitable feature set size for each characteristic dataset. Ranking methods are average ranks (AR), success rate ratios (SRR) and significant wins (SW). In this study, we use only AR and SRR for evaluation. These ranking methods are generally used for determining which classification algorithm has better performance on a problem. However, we use these methods to determine the appropriate feature set size for the base classifier.
In AR method, classification algorithms are ordered by measured error rates. The best algorithm with the lowest mean error rate is defined as the best. Let r i j be the rank of features set size j on bootstrap i and n be the number of bootstraps. Average rank is calculated as in Eq. (3) The lowest rank determines the best feature set size. Vote matrix Votes for ratings (1 to 6) 
In SRR method, success rate between pair of algorithms are evaluated. Let ER i j be measured error rate of feature set size j on bootstrap i. In Eq. (4) advantage on feature set size j to k on boot-
After calculating advantages, pairwise mean success rate ratio SRR j;k for each pair of feature sizes j and k are calculated as in Eq. (5). n stands for bootstrap number. This ratio stated as an estimation of general advantage/disadvantage for pairs.
Finally, overall mean success rate ratio SRR j is calculated for each feature set size k as in Eq. (6) . m is the number of values for feature set size.
We applied these methods on the same classification algorithm with different feature set sizes (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 40, 60) . For each characteristic, 10% of dataset used for test data and remaining for training data. Training and testing data are selected with bootstrap method and this procedure is repeated for 50 times. Each bootstrap data are tested on SVM classifiers which are trained with different feature set sizes. In Table 3 , mean AR and SRR values for each feature size and characteristics are given. The most meaningful feature set size is implied with bold.
Dataset balancing
Most of the nodule characteristic datasets are highly unbalanced. For an example, in subtlety dataset, 71% of all nodules are marked 5, 19% are marked 4, 9% are marked 3, and remaining nodules are marked 1 or 2. Similar situation is also observed in the other nodule characteristic datasets. To get rid of inadequate expression of small sample class problem, balancing methods are used.
Data are oversampled with Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [23] , if a rating value is below a ratio. SMOTE method artificially generates synthetic samples, rather than by over-sampling with replacement. Depending on the amount of over-sampling required, minority class is over-sampled by taking k-nearest neighbors of the sample. After a sample and a nearest neighbor are chosen, differences between their feature vectors are calculated. Multiplying these differences with a random number between 0 and 1, and adding this vector to the sample vector generates a new sample that lies on a random point along the segment between these two samples in consideration [23] . It's a simple and effective method to create synthetic samples and prevents over-fitting problems like oversampling with replacement (replicate the samples) approach.
Ensemble classifiers
After preprocessing the dataset, ensemble classifiers are built based on the algorithm given in Fig. 3 . The algorithm takes feature vector of a sample, characteristic dataset, maximum class label, features sorted by Relieff method [27] , and feature set sizes as inputs; and generates a vote vector as output. In the first loop, characteristic datasets and ensemble classifiers are built. For each rating of a nodule characteristic, a training dataset is built and a separate binary classifier is trained. For example, five training sets are formed for rating values (1-5) of subtlety characteristic. A feature set is selected for each classifier based on the feature rankings of Relieff method and the feature set size is determined in the preprocessing step. If dataset is unbalanced, data balancing procedures are also applied as explained in the previous section. Each rating value and other rating values (all remaining classes) are considered as two separate classes. In this way, five binary classifiers are built corresponding to five rating values of subtlety characteristic.
During the testing, test samples are given to these separate classifiers. In this study, all binary classifiers are assumed to have the same weight. If a binary classifier produces positive result for a sample, relevant rating vote increased by one. A final vote matrix for a nodule sample is shown in Table 4 . In this table, the votes with '1' value means that related binary classifier produced positive result for the sample. In the experiments, 2-class LDA, SVM, kNN Adaboost, and Random Forest classifiers are used as the base classifier.
Weighted rule based method
Subsequent to voting phase, a weighted rule based method is used to predict malignancy rating of nodules. The rule set used in this method obtained from the malignancy dataset. Radiologists' evaluations on nodule characteristics for previous cases are used to construct rules. A sample rule set is shown in Table 5 . In the rule set, the nodules that at least three radiologists agreed on malignancy values are included.
Malignancy dataset is created using majority voting on malignancy rating but an agreement over other nodule ratings is not expected for this dataset. Since an agreement is not expected on nodule ratings, our approach defines coefficients to measure importance of nodule ratings for each rule. Different coefficients are assigned for characteristics of each rule, based on agreement ratio of characteristics. For example, in Table 6 , three rules from Table 6 Three rules from malignancy dataset, which belong to the same nodule. These rules are obtained from three radiologists that agreed on malignancy rating. Agreement ratio is given in a separate column. the rule set which belong to a nodule are shown. rule i-1 , rule i , and rule i+1 are three radiologists' observations and their agreement on malignancy rating is 5. Two of them agreed on calcification rating and their agreement ratio on calcification are 2/3; and other's ratio is 1/3. All radiologists agreed on texture/subtlety rating and their ratio are 3/3. Additionally, our approach uses correlation analysis to discover relationships among each characteristics and malignancy. The correlation coefficient only measures the degree of linear association between two characteristics. Strongly correlated characteristics may dominate over results in calculations. Hence this coefficient is used with exponential function to smooth its effect as in Eq. (7).
In Eq. (7), C is number of characteristics in dataset (we use 7 characteristics), V is a C Â 6 voting matrix, where each row represents votes for a nodule characteristic as in Table 4 . R is the r Â C rule table. j is the rule number in R. a i is correlation coefficient of characteristic i on malignancy rating. b i j is agreement rating of ith characteristic of jth rule. P(j) holds two values: P(j,1) as weighted vote total of jth rule and P(j,2) as the malignancy rating (mr) of jth rule. Afterwards, P is sorted in descending order by weighted vote totals. Malignancy probability of test sample is determined by occurrences of malignancy ratings in first N rule.
Algorithm in Fig. 4 shows weighted rule based classification of a sample nodule. In the first for loop, the algorithm obtains vote vectors of nodule characteristics and generates vote matrix by using the algorithm in Fig. 3 . In the second for loop, weighted vote totals (P) for each row in the rule matrix are calculated by using Eq. (7). After sorting P, probabilities of malignancy ratings are calculated by counting occurrences in the first N elements of P. Finally, the class label with maximum probability is given as predicted malignancy rating.
Results
Ensemble classifier results
Single classifiers are not generally very effective comparing to ensemble ones on unbalanced datasets [34] . To observe this issue, we conducted experiments with single and ensemble versions of our best performing Random Forest classifier. Confusion matrices of single Random Forest classifier trained for subtlety characteristic with unbalanced and unbalanced dataset are shown in Tables 7  and 8 respectively. For rating 1 and 2, sample sizes are lower than 1% of all data. For the dominant rating 5, this ratio is over 70%. As it can be observed from Table 7 , misclassification ratios of underexpressed classes by single classifier with unbalanced dataset are high. With balanced dataset, misclassification ratio is reduced with the same classifier.
Ensemble classifiers produce a vector result (votes for characteristic ratings) instead of a single classification result. This vector voting mechanism increases representation of underexpressed ratings. In Table 9 , the votes for subtlety characteristics are shown. Comparing to Table 8 , ensemble Random Forest classifier performed a little better than single Random Forest classifier except class value of 4. In Table 9 , bold values on the diagonal are the votes achieved for the related rating (true class). Other values on the table are different ratings that take votes besides the related rating. We call this situation an ambiguity. For example, in Table 4 , subtlety ensemble produces 1 vote only for rating 5. However, lobulation ensemble gives 1 for all but rating 1. This is a highly ambiguous result for a classification phase. Therefore, lobulation characteristic has lower distinctive effect for predicting malignancy, but subtlety, calcification, and texture has more distinctive values for the sample in Table 4 . Such ambiguities are solved by the weighted rule based method and a higher classification performance is obtained.
Weighted rule based method results
Leave-one-out procedure is used for method evaluation. A single sample is chosen from the original malignancy dataset as the validation data, and its corresponding rule is removed from the rule set. The remaining sample's rules (not features) are used as the training data. Each sample has a case id and nodule id. Selected sample is also excluded from nodule characteristic datasets if datasets have a nodule with the same case-nodule id. This procedure is repeated until each sample in the dataset is used once as the validation data.
For the algorithm in Fig. 4 , different rule sizes are tested to find the optimum value for N. Scales are chosen between 10 and 100. According to Figs. 5 and 6, the highest score with the lowest rule set size is around scale 30. Hence optimal rule set size is set to 30 in the experiments.
The performance of our weighted rule based method and different kind of classifiers are compared: instance based k-nearest neighbor (kNN); ensemble based Adaboost; function based Support Vector Machines (SVM), linear discriminant classifier (LDA); tree and ensemble based Random Forest (RF) and naïve bayes classifier. These classifiers are trained over malignancy dataset using image features. Similar to our approach, k-nearest neighbor imputation is applied on malignancy dataset for completion of Bold values are correctly assigned samples. missing values before testing. Leave-one-out procedure is used to test all classifiers. Performances of classifiers are evaluated according to classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and statistical significance on classification error. Malignancy has 5 ratings: Highly unlikely (1), moderately unlikely (2), indeterminate (3), moderately suspicious (4), and highly suspicious (5) . In the first experiment, classifiers are tested over 5 class ratings on malignancy dataset. Classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity values are shown in Table 10 for 5 class malignancy rule set. Table 11 shows p-values of significance test on classification error for single classifiers vs. our method with different base classifiers.
In the second experiment, 3 class malignancy dataset is formed by grouping ratings (1, 2) as unlikely, 3 as indeterminate, (4, 5) as suspicious. In this experiment the scatter among similar ratings is reduced. In Table 12 , classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity measures are given. Table 13 shows p-values of significance test on classification error for 3 class classifiers.
Discussion
In the 5 class experiment, according to In the 3 class experiment, the scatter between similar ratings is reduced by grouping similar ratings. According to Table 12 , RF ensemble classifier obtained the best classification accuracy with 84.89% and SVM ensemble classifier obtained the second best score with 83.36%. Other ensemble classifiers LDA, Adaboost, and kNN have lower performance. The most notable increase in classification accuracy is obtained on LDA single classifier with 16% improvement. Single RF classifier obtained 81.51% classification accuracy, which is minor increase comparing to 5 class experiment. In the context of specificity and sensitivity, our best performing RF and SVM ensemble classifiers have the highest scores (92.09%, 83.11%) and (91.17%, 82.59%) respectively. In the 3 class experiment, classification accuracy and sensitivity are improved for all single and ensemble classifiers. Identifying positive and negative sample probability are close in this experiment. According to the significance analysis results on Table 13 , there is significant difference between RF ensemble and all single classifiers (p < 0.05). While kNN ensemble results are also significant (p < 0.05), this significance is negative since classification results of kNN ensemble is lower comparing to all single classifiers. Table 11 Significance test (p-values) on classification error for ensemble methods vs single methods (5 ratings). When comparing 5 class and 3 class experiment results, classification accuracy and sensitivity generally improved around average of 4% and 25% respectively. Specificity reduced around average of 3%. When single and ensemble classifiers are compared, excluding kNN ensemble classifier, ensemble of a base classifier have better performance than single classifier of the same type in 5 class experiment. In 3 class experiment, kNN and LDA ensembles have lower performance comparing to single classifier of their types. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of malignancy ratings in different ground truths (agreement of at least 1 to 4 radiologists). Since we used majority voting in our experiments, agreement of at least 3 radiologists is accepted as the ground truth. Although a decline is expected in sample size when consensus increases, number of moderate rating samples decrease more comparing to other ratings. This situation shows that radiologists tend to agree on less ambiguous ratings, which are highly unlikely (1), indeterminate (3), and highly suspicious (5) . Grouping ratings into 3 classes decreases uncertainty among similar ratings. Therefore, 3-class experiment generally produces better results comparing to 5-class experiment.
Although LIDC dataset is publicly available dataset, comparing studies in the literature is difficult due to varying assumptions. In the literature, Zinovev et al. [7, 9] and Vinay et al. [12, 32, 33] have prominent studies on malignancy prediction using LIDC dataset. Zinovev et al. [7] used median voting on different agreement ratios (at least one/two/three radiologists) and June 2009 release of LIDC database (207 patients with 914 distinct nodules). They proposed several experiments and reported 0.7251 ± 0.18 classification accuracy on average. In another study, Zinovev et al. [9] reported classification accuracy of 0.5900 ± 0.04 on malignancy prediction. In these studies, they use active learning and ensemble classifiers to improve classification accuracy over single classifiers. Vinay et al. [12, 32, 33] used another 2009 release of LIDC database with 399 cases. First, they evaluated different classifier performances on this dataset [12] and they proposed and compared several ensemble classifier based methods in the subsequent studies [32, 33] . They reported 0.7828 ± 0.06 average classification accuracy. However, it is not clear how the ground truth is determined. Making a comparison among these studies is difficult due to varying generalization methods, datasets and ground truth assumptions. Although the comparison is difficult, our results are appreciable within similar studies in the literature.
Conclusion
In this paper, usefulness of nodule characteristics in malignancy prediction is studied. Latest release of LIDC database with 1010 case is used. Majority voting on radiologist agreements is used to determine the ground truth data. A rule based method is proposed for malignancy prediction on pulmonary nodules. This method takes a rule set extracted from panel agreements on LIDC dataset. Rules are weighted according to ratio of radiologist agreements and correlation between characteristics and malignancy ratings. Separate datasets are defined for each nodule characteristic. To handle unbalanced nature of the datasets, ensemble classifiers, dataset balancing methods, and class specific feature selection are used. Ensemble classifiers with SVM, Random Forest, LDA, kNN and Adaboost base classifiers are built for each nodule characteristic. Different feature set sizes are determined for each characteristic by using average ranks and success rate ratios methods. Then, outputs (votes) of ensembles are used as inputs for the rule based method.
Experimental results showed that nodule characteristics can be used to improve classification results on malignancy prediction. Our ensemble classifiers with SVM and Random Forest base classifiers have performed better than other types of classifiers in most of the results. In the malignancy dataset, moderate ratings have fewer samples and highly/moderately suspicious and highly/moderately unlikely ratings are close evaluations. These divided assessments may affect the classification results negatively. Grouping malignancy ratings have improved classification performance.
For the future work, we plan to expand the feature set and combine the ensemble classifiers. Different ratios of radiologist agreements can be investigated as the ground truth. In this paper, we tried to predict malignancy by only using semantic characteristic information in the rule based classification phase. Using image features and characteristic information together may improve results further. Combining the information obtained from radiologists' evaluations by using probability maps and median voting can also be studied to find alternative approaches. 
